LOCOMOTIVES and the

MANCHESTER-CLEETHORPES
EXPRESSES

The Pride of Gorton. City of Liverpool, in late-twenties condition, stands at the Retford Up platform with what is probably a
Cleethorpes-bound train. The engine is about to come off, and one of the lamps has already been removed.
The trains which operated between Manchester and
Cleethorpes were never likely to be ranked among
the speediest and most spectacular of GC Section
passenger services, and indeed hardly deserved to be
described as expresses, being for most of the years
between the wars made up of pre-1923 rolling-stock,
hauled in the majority of cases by engines whose days on
the principal expresses were long since over. Those who
have a copy of LNR No.23 will find a picture which very
much typifies them; it shows 5428 City of Liverpool
approaching Dunford Bridge at the head of a somewhat
undistinguished collection of GCR coaches, believed to
have been taken in 1927 as the accompanying
description explains. Trains just like this one were
shuttling up and down between Manchester and
Cleethorpes throughout the decade and for some time
beyond. They were thus a familiar sight on the
Woodhead route and its continuation to Retford and the
Lincolnshire coast, with three trains running each way
during the day from Monday to Saturday inclusive, and
for those - surely numerous in those vintage years - with
a nostalgia for Robinson engines they must have
presented a very satisfying sight,.as the picture referred
to above very much suggests.

The Cleethorpes services had a certain history to
them, because in the old days of the MSLR they were
naturally among the most important on the system - the
company had worked hard to publicise Cleethorpes as a
resort, much as the GNR had done with Skegness, and
the expresses were all part of this. With the coming of the
GCR they inevitably lost this pre-eminence, pushed out
of the limelight by the Marylebone services, though the
growing popularity of holidays by the sea probably
compensated for this to some extent. In time of course
the popularity of Cleethorpes was to decline, so that
after Word War Two the services were less frequent, but
that is not part of the story told here.
Of the three services operating out of Manchester at
the Grouping, the earliest, leaving at 10.3am, was
undoubtedly the most interesting from a locomotive
point of view, if only for the fact that it underwent two
changes of engine, these taking place at Sheffield and
Retford. Like the other Cleethorpes departures it went
out behind an engine from the Gorton No.2 Link, which
up to at least 1930 usually meant a Sam Fay 4-6-0. On
arrival at Sheffield it left the train, and was replaced by
another Gorton engine, which had reached Sheffield
earlier on a Hull express leaving Manchester Central
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somewhat earlier, then waited at Sheffield for the
Cleethorpes arrival. This was a Top Link duty, and the
I Oam was thus unusual a mong the Cleethorpes trains in
being hauled for part of the way by an engine which did
most of its work on the London services. It would in those
earlier days have been a Director, a Class which was not
often seen east of Sheffield at that time. During 1925 it
had the additional distinction of covering for the Kings
Cross Pullman whilst waiting at Retford, so we may be
sure that, during that relatively short period at least,
every effort would be made to turn out the engine in
absolutely first-class condition in case it should find itself
making an appearance at Kings Cross.
The appearance of Top Link men on this turn is
confirmed by a recollection of the well-known
photographer Dr R Ransome-Wallis, who began taking
photographs at Worksop during the 1920s. Among the
platform staff, so he informed the writer during a
correspondence, was a gentleman by the name of Joe
Chapman, who turned out to be the brother of Bill
Chapman; the latter was of course a well-established
member of the Gorton senior link at this time, and during
the weeks when he was in charge of the Retford turn
conversation was usually exchanged between the
brothers during the train's brief stop.
This was in fact the Top Link 'rest turn,' inserted into
the roster so as to give the men a change from the
constant lodging which was an integral part of the
Marylebone workings. The same could sometimes be

true of the locomotive, for if one of the top-flight engines
should happen to need attention at Gorton, where
examinations took place before and after each trip, the
Retford engine could be switched to the main-line duty
and another one subsituted for the short run to Retford
and back. Further research into this turn has shown that
these arrangements were in currency through to the
start of World War Two.
Readers familiar with the area will recall that there
were two locomotive sheds at Retford, with the former
GNR and GCR having their own separate
establishments. The GN shed was directly alongside the
station, with its outlet at the Doncaster end, while the
GC facilities were adjacent to the Cleethorpes line,
which left the main East Coast line a short distance
beyond the Up platform end. Just beyond this the two
main lines crossed at right angles, but in order to reach
the platform the trains heading for Cleethorpes had to
leave the GC line and describe a semi-circle, crossing the
East Coast line in the process. All the locomotive
movements associated with the Cleethorpes trains were
centred on the GC shed, and as soon as they were
released the engines withdrew to the latter, with the
replacement engines likewise coming out to take over.
In the earlier years, the visit of a Director to the GC
shed at Retford, where the engine turned following its
arrival with the 10.3am, must have been something of an
event, for in those days this was a place where smaller
engines ruled the roost, and the passenger work was in
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Crossing the Pennines. An unidentified Sam Fay is pictured at the head of what is probably a Cleethorpes-Manchester express,
passing Wortley on the climb to Woodhead.
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A slightly later view at Sheffield Victoria. City of Lincoln has arrived from Manchester and one of the lamps has been taken off as it
prepares to leave the train.
any case fairly limited. Records show that there were awork, a state of affairs which prevailed more or less up to
small number of 4-4-0s there at the time of Grouping,the outbreak of war.
made up of Classes D7 and D9, and with the formerWith the Gorton engine released at Retford, the
moving away not long afterwards it was the D9s which10.3am continued on its way behind a Lincoln engine,
became chiefly associated with the shed's passengerpossibly a D9 but in any event a rather less exalted
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At Retford Up platform, D9 5104 has steam up as is ready to go. Seen here in early LNER condition, this engine had several spells at
Retford during the 1920s.
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machine than the Gorton Director which it had replaced
- we see here a subtle decline in the appearance of the
'express,1 for sometimes Lincoln shed used elderly D7 44-0s on their numerous turns to Retford, although the
schedule through to Cleethorpes was fairly brisk
compared to some, with stops only at Gainsborough and
Brigg before the usual calls in the Grimsby area. The
Lincoln engine was involved in a triangular diagram which
following arrival at Cleethorpes provided for a return
direct from there to Lincoln Central, and as far as we can
tell from the information available this was the only
occasion on which a Lincoln-based engine was involved in
the Manchester-Cleethorpes services.
The corresponding Manchester express going fn the
opposite direction left Cleethorpes at 10.40 and ran allstations to Retford, probably carrying stopping-train
lamps. Nothing is known of the engine responsible for
this part of the journey, but as usual there was a change of
engines at Retford. Here we encounter for the second
time the engine which had brought the 10.3am forward
from Sheffield, now waiting to take over after a stay of a
little over one hour at Retford. Due to leave the latter at
1.3pm, the train called in the usual way at Worksop,
Sheffield Victoria and Penistone, but then ran once again
on a stopping-train schedule thence, calling at all stations
before finally reaching Manchester London Road at 3.17.
The stops included such relatively uncommon spots as
Hazlehead Bridge and Crowden, where even this fairly
modest Cleethorpes express must have seemed
somewhat out of place, especially with a Director at the
head. As far as the latter was concerned, the diagram
represented the easiest of out-and-back jobs, and the
convenient return time meant that, for once, the crew
could spend a pleasant evening at home, perhaps
enlivened with a visit to the 'local' or even the cinema,
according to taste. It was the nearest the average
footplateman ever got to the traditional nine-to-five day.
And in a similar way of course it was a 'rest turn' for the
engine, since the modest demands of the Cleethorpes
service could in no way be compared with the kind of
work that was required on the long through workings to
and from Marylebone, with their high speeds and testing
gradients.
For a period during the early twenties the return
working of the Gorton engine was different from that just
described. Having left Retford with the Cleethorpes train
the engine came off at Sheffield Victoria, to be replaced
by another Gorton engine which had brought in the
Down Bradford express leaving Marylebone at ten
o'clock. This was another of Gorton's Top Link turns, and
so the engine found itself switched abruptly from a high
speed express turn to the leisurely affairdescri bed above;
nothing could have brought out more clearly the contrast
between the Cleethorpes services and the 'real' GC
Section expresses. This arrangement is known to have
been in force during 1925-26, but had given w^y four
years later to that outlined above. The date of the change

is not known, and no reason can be suggested for this
change in the Gorton Top Link diagrams, which seem to
have altered little duringthe inter-waryears.
The next train to leave Manchester departed at about
12.40pm - the times varied slightly over the years - and
like its predecessor it started from London Road
(Platform A, on the extreme right as one saw it from an
approaching train), and was in the care of a Gorton
engine and men, once again from the No.2 Link. It may
be mentioned that the Cleethorpes trains were entirely
in the hands of Gorton engines and crews on the
Manchester-Sheffield stretch, and indeed for some
distance beyond; this was true in both directions, with
the six-coupled Sam Fays being very much in their
element on the Woodhead section, and very popular
with their crews on that account. Calling in the
customary way at Guide Bridge, Penistone and Sheffield,
the 12.40 diagram was a little unusual insofar as the
engine continued through to Retford instead of
relinquishing the train at Sheffield Victoria. It was thus the
second Gorton-based engine to appear at Retford during
the course of the normal day, and immediately on arrival
it was released from the train and proceeded to the GC
shed to be turned and made ready for its return working
in the same way as its shedmate some two-and-a-half
hours earlier.
The return job involved the 2.20pm departure from
Cleethorpes, a rather slow train which took a full two
hours to get to Retford, and there was then a long wait
because of the need to attach a through coach from Kings
Cross to Sheffield. This was brought in on the 1.40 from
Kings Cross, timed to reach Retford at 4.30. It needed a
further ten minutes or so to attach the vehicle, so that it
was 4.45 before the train was able to resume its journey
to Manchester.
These arrivals and departures of engines to and from
Retford are of much interest, particularly those from
Gorton, but sadly we have few observers' notes that
would enable us to pinpoint what was taking place on any
particular day, for these modest workings attracted the
attention of few, and indeed the whole route, especially
to and from Cleethorpes, rarely benefited from the
activities of either recorders or photographers. As we
have seen, Sam Fays and Directors were much in
evidence on the 10.3 and 12.40 arrivals, but it is highly
likely that there were other types to be seen in view of
the substitutions that were sometimes made at Gorton,
while during the summer of 1927 Lord Faringdon
engines were working in the Top Link, and so would have
made many appearances on the morning train.
As a typical example of what could be seen, a
photograph published in Brian Stephenson's LNERAIbum
(Volume One) shows 5426 City of Chester coming round
the curve out of Retford, the headlamps indicating an
express; the engine is in circa 1930 condition with LNER
chimney and number on the tender, but although
described in the caption as a Cleethorpes-Manchester

express there is no indication of the actual train. A view
of the unnamed B3 6167, also on the curve leaving
Retford appears in LNER 4-6-0s at Work, by Geoffrey
Hughes, the engine hauling what is described as a
Cleethorpes-Manchester stopping train. There were no
through stopping trains between the two places, and this
is probably a local service of some kind; No.6167 was
based at Immingham at the time of the photograph, given
as 6 May 1935, and in the normal course of things
Immingham engines did not work Up Cleethorpes trains
over this section, though the shed did play a part in the
express workings as will shortly be explained. In
appearance however it has to be said that the train does
very much resemble the Cleethorpes 'expresses' - four
rather elderly and dingy-looking GC coaches with
several fish vans tacked on behind.

stopping train, calling at all stations through to
Cleethorpes; hence the D9 carried the customary
ordinary-passenger headcode, taking over two hours for
this part of the journey. Thus we note again the
transformation of the Cleethorpes train as it progressed
further east, and in fact the timetable shows that it had
already begun to make frequent calls soon after leaving
Sheffield, stopping at all stations from Waleswood
onwards.
Somewhere about the time the Retford D9 was
setting off for Cleethorpes, an Immingham-based engine,
usually a D7 4-4-0 in the early LNER years, was at
Cleethorpes station preparing to leave with the 2.20pm
for Manchester. This train covered the ground a little
more quickly than its counterpart coming the other way,
and managed to reach Retford at 4.14 after calling at

Dated (936, this view shows City of Liverpool leaving Retford with what is described as a Lincoln-Manchester express, but in
appearance entirely typical of the Cleethorpes trains. By this date the engine was allocated to Sheffield. Photo E.R.Morten
Reverting to the 2.40pm from Manchester, the
remainder of its journey was the responsibility of Retford
shed, where as we have said 4-4-0 engines were in
charge of the passenger work. It is known that for most
of the inter-war period this particular diagram was
worked by a D9, the engine booked to leave Retford
Loco at 2.30pm. These popular 4-4-0s were particularly
abundant on the stretch between Sheffield and Retford,
with a large number of them based at the former from
Grouping up to and beyond the war. The 12.40 turn was
a typical example of the sort of work they were doing
throughout those years, the train being somewhat
unusual in that having arrived at Retford with the engine
carrying express lamps it then turned itself into a

various stations en route. Here as already described the
Gorton Sam Fay which had brought in the 2.40pm was
waiting to take over, and set off back to Manchester after
the Kings Cross coach had been added. With a further
nine-minute wait at Sheffield Victoria to detach the extra
carriage and a request stop at Dinting (known in those
days as Glossop & Dinting), the end-to-end time of not
far off five hours was very typical of the Cleethorpes
services. By the time the London Road passenger pilot
had drawn out the coaches it was after seven o'clock
before the engine and crew got back to Gorton Loco.
Lastly we come to the respective evening departures.
From the Manchester end the train left London Road at
5pm, the usual engine being once again a Sam Fay from
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the No.2 Link. The diagram was of the simplest, involving
nothing more than a straightforward trip to Sheffield and
back, arrival there being at 6.7pm. The schedule was
slightly different inasmuch as it included a conditional
stop at Hadfield, for the benefit of joining passengers only
(in other words, it was not to be treated by the Hadfield
commuters as a quick way of getting home during the
rush hour). Having come off the train at Sheffield Victoria
the engine was turned at Blast Lane, these sidings being a
short distance east of the station, and prepared for its
late-evening return. This formed part of the
corresponding Cleethorpes-Manchester train, details of
which will follow.
The Cleethorpes express was taken forward by an
Immingham engine which had arrived over two hours
earlier on a diagram involving two separate stopping
trains, the engine waiting at Barnetby in between.
Leaving Sheffield at 6.12, it made a fairly fast time to its
destination, arriving at Cleethorpes at 8.15pm. As was
the customary practice with locally-based engines
arriving at Cleethorpes, it ran light from there to
Immingham shed.
The evening express from Cleethorpes left at 6.45
with a Retford engine in charge, this taking it the full
distance to Sheffield. Numerous calls were made on the
way, spinning out the time for this part of the journey to
almost three hours. Released at Sheffield Victoria in the
usual way, the Retford engine was replaced by a machine
which had worked out of Manchester Central earlier in
the evening; based at Gorton, this brought the train into
London Road at I 1.3pm, the last of the day's major
passenger arrivals at that station. By this time the engine

which had gone out with the 5pm to Cleethorpes was
already back at Gorton Loco after returning earlier on
with an express.from Hull.
# # # * *
As a general comment on the locomotive
arrangements described above, it hardly needs repeating
that the Cleethorpes services provided plenty of work
for Gorton's No.2 Link, mainly on account of the shed's
complete monopoly of the Manchester-Sheffield stretch.
Because of this it was known amongst the men as the
Sheffield Link, and this name is repeated in Part 2B of
Locomotives of the LNER, where the work done by the
Sam Fays and other ex-GC 4-6-0s is dealt with
extensively. In reality however it is something of a
misnomer, for as we have seen the diagrams took the
men further afield, and there was also an onward
working to Leicester, this being a continuation of the
10.3am turn after the engine had been released at
Sheffield.
The Sam Fays were in complete charge of these
workings in the early LNER years, the engines being
double-shifted so as to cover all the turns. These
arrangements are a clear testimony to the popularity of
these 4-6-0s at Gorton, for the locomotive situation at
Gorton was such that there were always other engines
available, and under the liberal regime associated with
the Running Superintendent W.G.R Maclure the drivers,
all of course hand-picked and trusted completely, were
left free to choose the type they preferred. This situation
is in considerable contrast to the notions that have
appeared in various published accounts, where the Sam
Fays have been subjected to all kinds of ill-informed

The Parker D7s were regularly seen at Cleethorpes in the early LNERyears. No.5683 prepares to depart with a local service. Photo
T.G.Hepburn.
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criticism; if this had had any basis in fact we can be sure
that the history of the Class would have been very
different, for they would never have been employed at
Gorton in the consistent way that they were. About
1930 S.C.Townroe had a spell on the footplate as an
apprentice, travelling with Driver Jim Fielding of the
No.2 Link; their engine was City of London, which they
described as "a peach."
The long reign of these imposing 4-6-0s came to an
end very gradually, with engines beginning to move away
at the end of 1929. Interestingly enough it was the same
City of London which was the first to be transferred,
though it came back again late in the following year. In the
meantime Sir Sam Fay and City of Chester also departed.
With two of the six engines now gone, the No.2 Link jobs
began to acquire a different character, with Class DIO
Directors now having a hand in things - Prince Henry,
Walter Burgh Cair, The Earl of Kerry, Sir Clement Royds and
Worsley-Taylor were all at Gorton by this time, most of
them after spells of work in the south, and so came to
supplement the remaining4-6-0s, while in an emergency
there were always the faithful B7s to fall back on.
At Retford things were simpler. The D9 4-4-0s were
being used on all the passenger jobs well before t he end
of the decade, although there were never a great many
of the Class there at any one time. Most were
concentrated at Sheffield, where they could be seen in
numbers every day, and Retford acted almost as an outstation of Neepsend, with D9s moving back and forth
between the two sheds at frequent intervals. A good
example is No.6017, which after coming to Sheffield in
February 1924 moved no fewer than ten times to
Retford and back between then and 1938.
D9 engines were to work regularly from Immingham
in later years, but in the early days the shed had to
depend on older types, mostly the D7 4-4-0s of Parker
design. Most of them had periods of time in that part of
the world, and were constantly on view at Cleethorpes,
looking distinctly dated with their small boilers, large
driving-wheels and tall chimneys, the last-named being
very noticeable whether of the Robinson variety or the
LNER 'flowerpot' type. Within a short time of the LNER
taking over these veterans began to be scrapped, but it
was a very gradual process, and the last one remained in
service as late as December 1939, still officially working
from Immingham, though perhaps doing most of its dayto-day work from the small adjacent shed at New
Holland.
Turning now to the matter of notes and photographs,
these have come from a variety of chance sources, and
are inevitably scattered and fragmentary, with one
conspicuous exception which will be dealt with later. For
the Sam Fays, an interesting source is the relevant
volume of Yeadon's Register, where views of the engines
at typical locations are to be seen. City of Lincoln is
pictured leaving Guide Bridge on 19 June 1924 hauling a
train of clerestory coaches and thus suspiciously like a

Cleethorpes-bound train though not identified as such.
Whatever it was in reality, the picture gives us a good
impression of what the Cleethorpes trains would have
looked like at that early period of LNER history. City of
Lincoln is seen again on the opposite page, at the head of a
similar train of clerestory stock during the period of the
General Strike, when it was running as an oil-burner;
however an unfortunate mistake has been made
regarding the location, which is given as Guide Bridge but
is in fact Sheffield Victoria. On page 24 Sir Sam Fay is seen
in charge of an express although the stock is not visible;
though not credited, the photograph is believed to have
been taken by W.Leslie Good - it is captioned as
Manchester Central, but those familiar "with GCR
locations will recognise immediately the unmistakable
canopy of Sheffield Victoria. Page 28 carries a view of City
of Liverpool in early LNER colours, in fact still carrying the
GCR number-plate on the cab side; once again, alas, the
location has been wrongly identified, said to be Worksop
but the engine is in fact standing by the Up platform at
Retford. Furthermore one of the headlamps has been
removed from its bracket on the front buffer-beam, so it
is evidently in the process of coming off the train
probably therefore the 12.40 from Manchester. In a
further view, the location not identified but believed to
be Worksop, Sir Sam Fay is at the head of what is
described as a Manchester-Cleethorpes express; and
once again the oil-tank is visible in the tender, indicating
that the picture was taken in the latter part of 1926. The
picture of City of Chester leaving Retford described
earlier appears again, this time captioned as the 2.20pm
from Cleethorpes, in which case this is a match for the
picture of City of Liverpool mentioned above, though of
course taken at a later date.
Volume 29 of Willie Yeadon's epic series contains
only two views which are of relevance to the
Cleethorpes services, both showing Class D7 engines at
Cleethorpes. No.5562 is seen at the station, looking very
smart in the LNER green livery which these engines
carried from 1923. The somewhat antiquated
appearance of this machine hardly needs to be
commented on, and one suspects that the smart turn
out had the effect of making it look even older, given that
most of the engines seen on Immingham shed would
have been in black. Further on appears a picture of
No.5684 waiting to leave with a train; this engine spent at
lot of time at New Holland, but also had spells at
Immingham. In this photo, believed to have been taken
by Dr Ian C. Allen it is seen in later guise with the
conspicuous LNER chimney, probably after its days on
the Manchester service. In this volume it is surprising to
find, despite the usual array of excellent pictures, that
there are apparently none of Class D9 on the
Cleethorpes trains.
The earliest notes of relevance come from George
Everett, a Lincoln-based observer who made occasional
visits to Retford, principally one imagines with the
9
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Waiting between trains at Sheffield, 5503 Somme takes water at the Up end of Victoria station on 15 June 1935.
intention of watching the Gresley Pacifies at work. HeB7s of course deputising indiscriminately for engines in
was there on 25 February 1927, and noted B7 5476, athe both of the links. Another B7, No.5459 was noted on
Gorton engine leaving on a Cleethorpes-Manchestera Cleethorpes train going the other way; the engine was
train. Unfortunately no times are given, so that this couldstationed at Immingham, and at that early date it would
be either the return off the 10am train or the 12.40, thebe unusual for that shed to have sent out a 4-6-0 on a job

D10 Prince Henry enters Sheffield Victoria with the 1.40 Cleethorpes-Manchester train on 6 April 1935. This engine had worked to
Retford with the 10am to Cleethorpes that morning, following the usual diagram.
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of this kind, these powerful machines being normally
restricted to specific turns more suited to their capacity.
During 1928 the indefatigable Harry Underwood
was observing at Penistone, one of these visits taking
place on Easter Monday, (9 April) when he noted 5501
Mons on the 5pm from Manchester; this was a Neasden
engine, and hence presented a somewhat unaccustomed
spectacle; its appearance probably arose from the fact
that it had recently been under repair at Gorton works,
being released into traffic on 10 March, and may still have
been going through the running-in process. However it is
perhaps significant that it was due to be transferred to
Copley Hill two days later, and may simply have been
filling in on a few Gorton jobs before moving to
Yorkshire, though of course the faithful observer was not
to know this at the time. Shortly after he noted Prince
Henry going in the other direction with the 2.20 from
Cleethorpes, trenching it would seem on the customary
preserve of the Sam Fays on this occasion.
Two further visits to Penistone were made later in
the year. On 7 July Harry Underwood noted Earl Beatty
on the same turn as Prince Henry above; this engine had
had a spell in the Top Link during the previous year, but if
this working is anything to go by it had now been
relegated to No.2 Link duties Gorton B3s seem to have
disappeared from the Marylebone workings before the
end of 1927, and before 1928 was out Earl Beatty had
been transferred to Immingham. The next visit, taking
place on 18 August, brought a sighting of City of Lincoln on
the 12.40 from London Road, and later in the afternoon
Director Princess Mary coming back to Manchester on
the 10.40 out of Cleethorpes; the latter of course was a
regular Top Link engine, working the usual 'rest turn1 to
Retford and back.
The same recorder visited Retford on Boxing Day,
and this resulted in a sighting of Director Sir Berkeley
Sheffield. Working from Gorton at this time, the engine
was noted at about I pm, and so would have been on the
10am ex-Manchester diagram, picking up the train at
Sheffield Victoria as described and returning later on the
10.40 from Cleethorpes. As we have seen, Top Link men
would have been on the footplate on this occasion, and
the engine may likewise have been working in the senior
link, though with traffic usually heavy over the Christmas
period it could well have been standing-in for one of the
regular DI I s.
It was during the 1930s that the really significant
changes in locomotive power gradually took place,
principally at the Gorton end of the line following the
departure of most of the Sam Fays. Fortunately by this
time the cross-country services were apparently
attracting more attention, notably from the
photographer R.D.Pollard, himself an LNER employee,
and a list of the pictures he took from 1933 onwards is of
particular value as he was usually in the habit of noting
the date they were taken and also details of the train.

Thus we are able to glean a better insight into what was
taken place in these fascinating years. The earliest date is
19 September 1933, when he photographed the 12.40
leaving Guide Bridge behind no less a locomotive than
B17 Somerleyton Hall, on which assuming that everything
was going according to the book the engine would
continue through to Retford and come back to
Manchester on the 2.20. The picture can be seen in Part
2B of Locomotives of the LNER (fig 195), and shows a fairly
substantial train of seven coaches, which although of
rather mixed vintage include some of the later Robinson
vehicles with their more modern outline, and most of the
coaches are carrying the characteristic white
nameboards which were so attractive a feature by this
time; the overall impression is one of a fairly
smartlooking express, much enhanced of course by the
B17 at the head - the latest thing on the GC Section at
this date, and not surprisingly running in a notably clean
and well-polished condition, thanks to the efforts made
at Gorton Loco. The only surprise, especially as the
engine was barely three months old, is that it was being
utilised on a No.2 Link job, and the only explanation that
can be offered is that at this early date the Gorton senior
men were in the process of getting used to the new
machines, which were of course totally different from
the much-loved Directors, and it had been found that,
despite their striking appearance, these glamorous 4-60s were prone to various ailments, needing careful
attention in traffic. Furthermore, the firemen disliked
them intensely, for reasons which have been discussed in
past Issues of LNER, and most crews would have much
preferred to work to Marylebone with a Director.
Hence on this occasion Somerleyton Hall may have been
switched to the No.2 Link on some pretext or other.
Another R.D.Pollard picture, taken on 12 May the
following year, shows City of Lincoln bringing the 5pm to
Cleethorpes through Godley, still recognisably the same
train as had been operating during the 1920s, though we
have no information as to the type of coaching stock seen
in the photograph. More informative is yet another of the
cameraman's excellent pictures, which shows the 5pm
climbing just beyond Dinting behind Lord Stuart of
Wortley the train consisting of a more or less uniform set
of four late Robinson vehicles with an odd one out at the
rear. The date was 24 August 1935, by which time the
engine had been running for a number of years with
Caprotti valve-gear This feature has been dealt with in
some detail in recent Issues of LNER, particularly the
improvements to the gear which were apparently made
at about this time, and Lord Suart is seen to be carrying
the curious pipe surrounding the outside cylinders which
was not present when the conversion was originally
made, and may be an indication that the modification to
the gear had been carried out. If that was so then the
engine should have been something of a favourite at
Gorton on account of the much-reduced coal
consumption which is alleged to have resulted from the
II

In the centre road at Sheffield, 5502 Zeebrugge waits to go forward on an express, with a GN Atlantic waiting likewise behind. These
engines are due to depart respectively on the Cleethorpes and Bradford-Marylebone expresses, leaving at 11.12 and I 1.2O.This is a
later view- compare the platform canopy with the picture on page 5.
change. However it is apparent that it was working in the
No.2 Link on this occasion at least, and indeed it would
appear that it did little if any work on the London jobs, so
we must assume that the foremen and footplate staff at
Gorton did not share the high opinion of the modified
Caprotti engines which was expressed by Driver Ted
Simpson during his journey with O.S.Nock on the
footplate the year after. The picture can be seen in Part
2B of the RCTS series at fig.28, and the pipe below the
cylinder is plainly visible.
Backtracking to 1934 for details of further
R.D.Pollard pictures, we discover an interesting
development on 4 August, when the 5pm was pictured at
Manchester London Road made up of LNER coaching
stock. Whether these vehicles were being regularly
rostered for the train at this time it is not possible to say,
but clearly their appearance is an indication that, very
gradually, the LNER was beginning to make headway
towards turning out some of its secondary trains with upto-date equipment. The engine was also a little out of the
ordinary - B7 5078, representing a Class not so
commonly seen on the Cleethorpes services, or indeed
any of the principal expresses, though always available
should there be any hitch with the usual fast-train
engines; there were twelve of these versatile 4-6-0s
stationed at Gorton at this time. Probably on this
occasion the rostering of a B7came about because this
was an August Saturday. Two further photographs were
taken soon afterwards, successively on the last day of
12

August and the day after, both depicting City of Lincoln
working the 12.40pm through Fairfield (or Fairfield for
Droylsden as it was then known).
At the year's end an observer at Retford witnessed
the arrival of the 10am Manchester-Cleethorpes behind
Earl Beatty, the engine being released in the usual way and
retiring to the GC shed in preparation for its return on
the 2.20 from Cleethorpes. It had only recently moved to
Gorton from the Neasden district and at this date was still
running in original piston-valve condition, so the
indications are that a noticeable variety of engines was
being used in the Gorton fast-train links at this time, at
least on the less important turns. The date was 27
December. In earlier times, as we have seen, the 10am
was taken forward from Retford by a Lincoln locomotive,
but by 1934 these arrangements had evidently been
altered, and the engine which took over on this occasion
was a relative newcomer to the Cleethorpes services in
the shape of Compound Atlantic Lady Faringdon, now
stationed at Immingham. Kept together throughout their
working existence, the quartet of Class C5 Atlantics had
been transferred to Immingham the year before, and
although sightings are very limited there are indications
that these new arrivals, which would of course have been
very unfamiliar indeed in north Lincolnshire, did a good
deal of work on Immingham's share of the Cleethorpes
jobs. Thus on this very same day there was another
appearance of this Class when the 10.20 ex Cleethorpes
came into Retford behind King Edward VII, this train being

Earl Beatty is seen at Retford Up platform with an express. With a Gresley coach visible in the background, this is probably a later
Picture.
duly taken out by the returning Earl Beatty. For
Immingham this represented a significant advance
compared with the not very distant days when the D7s
were frequently used on these services. However,
despite a history of having worked on the crack
Marylebone expresses in GCR days, the Compounds
were no longer seen as the equals of their close relatives
the simple Atlantics because, as discussed in the
magazine Great Central Link, the predecessor of LNER,
their design was such at they could not be converted to
piston-valves. Hence their transfer to Immingham,
where they would not be expected to contend with the
sort of the loads that were encountered on the
Marylebone route.
Amid all these changes, the situation at Retford
remained completely unaltered, with the evergreen D9s
working regularly on the Cleethorpes jobs as they had
done for so long. It was almost impossible to visit Retford
without seeing at least one of these familiar machines at
the station or sheds, which must have given the
impression that they would last for ever. For example on
3 July 1932, which was a Sunday, the late Eric Neve
visited the GC shed and noted no fewerthan five of them
in residence - Nos.5104, 5105, S106, 51 I I and 6014;
Nos.5105 and 511 I were officially allocated to Sheffield,
but it has already been explained that there was much
interchanging of D9s between the two sheds, and
probably a good deal of loaning also. A similar Sunday
visit by an unknown observer on 7 July 1935 produced
Nos.5106, 51 I I, 6014 and 6017, all locally-based save

5111, still working from Sheffield. Such was the
unchanging face of Retford GC, with even the same
engines being in evidence despite a lapse of three years.
Also, an official list of shed departures dated 27
September 1937 still shows an engine leaving Retford GC
Loco at 2.30, waiting to relieve the engine of the incoming
12.40 from Manchester.
The changes of engine which have been mentioned so
frequently in this account appear in retrospect to be little
short of remarkable given the relatively short distance
between Manchester and the East coast. For the
unsuspecting passenger, the changes spelt delays,
especially at Retford, which was after all a semi-rural
location where things might be expected to be done in a
more leisurely way, although of course the longest delay
was as we have seen caused by the attaching of the
Sheffield coach off the afternoon Yorkshire express from
Kings Cross. There were similar calls at Sheffield Victoria,
and it may be mentioned here that all of the ManchesterCleethorpes trains apart from the 12.40 changed engines
at Sheffield, and likewise the 2.20pm in the opposite
direction (which was of course the return of the same
engine), so that in effect Sheffield acted almost as a kind of
frontier-post, with the majority of all passenger trains
changing engines; hence the many photos taken there
showing engines on the centre road waiting to take over
from incoming trains, or standing in the sidings at Blast
Lane between turns. We have already mentioned the
interesting comings and goings of engines at Retford, and
here the same thing could be observed on a much bigger
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scale. The station has been rightly described as "the hub
of the GC Section." And in the LNER years, especially
the 1930s, it was a paradise for observers, with a whole
range of passenger engines on view at different times,
including not only those from GC sheds but also D49s
from the NE Area.
The year 1935 saw R.D.Pollard still very active with
his camera, quite apart from the picture of Lord Swart of
Wortley already mentioned. On 10 July Lord Faringdon
was caught on film at Guide Bridge in charge of the 12.40,
and four weeks later, on 8 August City of London on the
same train at Manchester London Road. The latter can be
seen in the above-mentioned Part 2B (fig. 13), taking out a
mixture of former GC stock, the older vehicles beginning
perhaps to look a little bit dingy by this date, and certainly
hardly to be compared with the smartly-outfitted
express photographed two years earlier at Guide Bridge
behind Somerleyton Hall. A source associated with
Gorton in those days has claimed that the driver seen
leaning from the cab is Fred Cross, who was in the No.2
Link for many years.
The same busy cameraman visited Retford on 25 July
the following year, taking two pictures of the
Cleethorpes trains. In the first, D9 5106 is seen departing
with the 12.40pm, which we may surmise had been
brought in on that day by City of Lincoln, as this engine is
the subject of the second view, in which it is seen leaving
with the 2.20pm ex Cleethorpes. Thus we have a neat
cameo of the arrivals and departures of engines on the
Cleethorpes trains at Retford; a pity of course that there
is no surviving shot of the engine which brought in the

2.20, as this train may well have brought another
Immingham C5 on the scene. A further picture was
taken on 29 September, this time at Valehouse on the
stretch between Hadfield and Torside; here City of
Lincoln is seen once again in charge of the 12.40.
Readers may recall occasional references to a
remarkable diary kept in Manchester from the early
1930s onwards, made available through the kindness of
the late Eric Rose, which has formed the basis of certain
articles dealing with traffic over the Woodhead line. This
is of considerable value in the present instance as the
notes include details of the 9.25am Hull express from
Manchester Central to Hull, on which it will be
remembered the engine of the 10am Cleethorpes train
started off its diagram. The notes are extremely copious,
so much so that it is impossible to do more than offer a
brief summary in this article. Compiled by Eric Rose and
his colleague Hubert Margerison, they constitute in
themselves a fascinating record of engine utilisation in
the Gorton Top Link, and are really deserving of separate
treatment on that account.
The first note actually relates to 1930, when on 6
December the Hull train left with Sir Sam Fay in charge hardly a typical engine to find on a No. I Link job, but as
explained earlier it was not infrequently the case that the
regular engine was kept back for attention at the shed,
or switched to another diagram because of a last-minute
problem elsewhere. Other appearances of what are
clearly replacement engines appear quite often in the
notes. In this particular instance, the decision to send out
Sir Sam Fay should help to dispose of the idea, if we are in

Compound Atlantic Sir William Pollitt, working from Immingham, is pictured on a Down express near Brocklesby, the mixed stock
being very noticeable.
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real impact on the morning Cleethorpes job, but lack of
space means that the details must be omitted for the
present.
After the exciting events described in this article,
what appears to have been a policy of standardisation
began to have its effect on the Cleethorpes workings.
On 2 August 1937 R.D.Pollard was at Torside with his
camera, and photographed the 12.40 climbing the
bank; in charge was K3 3820, part of a big influx of
the Class which had begun nearly two years previously.
One of the last of the 2-6-0s to arrive, this particular
engine was nearly new, coming to Gorton the
preceding March after a short spell of running-in at
Doncaster. The K3s have always tended to be described
in LNER writings as goods engines, but at Gorton they
were soon drafted onto the second-link jobs, and
quickly superseded the mixture of GC types which had
been doing the work hitherto, as described in this
article. As far as Gorton was concerned it was the
beginning of the end for such Classes as the Lord
Faringdons and the D10 Directors, these now no longer
represented at Gorton, and only a solitary Sam Fay, City
of Lincoln somehow managed to hang on almost until the
outbreak of war, while four of the DI I Directors
remained to work alongside the Moguls. This was very
much a watershed as far as GC locomotive power was
concerned, and it is probable that had it not been forthe
outbreak of hostilities some of the engines would have
been withdrawn a good deal sooner than they actually

Because of the absence of notes it is not possible to
say what sort of part the K3s took in the Cleethorpes
workings, but with the disappearance of so many of the
former GC types it is likely to have been considerable,
though they probably shared with the Dl Is, which of
course remained as popular as ever though no longer in
the Top Link. The K3s were only very rarely utilised on
the 9.25am diagram - No.3821 turned up on 5 April
1937, I 154 exactly a fortnight later, 2466 on 5 August,
and 3816 on 28 December. After that they seem to have
faded out of the picture altogether.
A final change in locomotive power remains to be
chronicled in respect of Retford. In June 1939, almost at
the last gasp before the outbreak of war, B4 6103 was
transferred from Lincoln to Retford, according to the
Railway Observer to be utilised on the evening
Cleethorpes-Manchester train departing from the
former at 6.50pm. Assuming there had been no change in
the diagram, No.6103 would have relieved the Gorton
engine on the 12.40 from Manchester, waiting nearly two
hours at Cleethorpes before coming back with the
6.50pm which is described as a fairly heavy train. Taking
the train through to Sheffield, it returned thence with a
stopping train leaving at I 1.8, getting back to Retford
shortly before midnight.
At this point this brief survey of the Cleethorpes
services comes to an end. As mentioned in the text, it is
hoped that at some future date full justice can be done to
the extensive notes covering the morning diagram, with
its interesting insights into the way in which Gorton shed
made use of its available locomotives
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"A policy of standardisation began to have its effect." K3 3821 of Gorton is on an Up express at Sheffield Victoria. Photo by RJ.Hughes.
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